The functions m := j j 2m,d if d is odd, and m := j j 2m,d log j j if d is even, are known as surface splines, and are commonly used in the interpolation or approximation of smooth functions. We show that if one's domain is the unit ball in R d , then the approximation order of the translates of m is at most m. This is in contrast to the case when the domain is all of R d where it is known that the approximation order is exactly 2m.
Introduction
The area of Radial Basis Function Approximation is motivated by the practical problem of approximating a smooth function f : R d ! C d which i s k n o wn only at nitely many scattered points R d . A standard technique for approximation is that one starts with a radially symmetric function 2 CR d , and then seeks an interpolant o f f j from the space spanned by the -translates of . In other words, one seeks s 2 spanf , : 2 g such that s = f for all 2 . Of course there is, in general, no guarantee that such a function s exists, but conditions on which ensure the existence of such a n s are known. However, for many i n teresting choices of the function , the above setup needs to be modi ed slightly in order to guarantee the existence of the interpolant s.
De nition 1 Let is the open unit ball in R d .The notion of`approximation order' is typically used to describe the asymptotic rate at which the error decays when f, the function to be approximated, is smooth. Let us say that interpolation from S ; ; m provides approximation of order in i f kf , sk L1 = O as ! 0 for all su ciently smooth functions f, where s 2 S ; ; m is the unique interpolant t o f j .
A basic problem is that of determining, for a given , the largest such ; that is, determining the approximation order of interpolation from S ; ; m . In the literature there are two rather distinct approaches to this problem. The other approach started under the simplifying assumptions = R d and = hZ d . Of course these assumptions violate our initial setup, but it was hoped that the results and insights gained under these assumptions would shed light on the original problem. The reader is referred to the surveys 4 , 1 , 9 for descriptions of these works. For the sake o f the present discussion, we mention only that for the surface spline, m , i t i s k n o wn that interpolation from S m ; hZ d ; 0 1 provides approximation of order 2m in = R d .
Later, Buhmann, Dyn and Levin 2 were able to dismiss the assumption = hZ d , while still retaining the assumption = R d see also 5 , 3 . By and large they obtained the same approximation orders as were obtained under the simplifying assumption = hZ d . It should be pointed our that their work was done not in the context of interpolation from S ; ; 0, but rather in the context of approximation from S ; ; 0. The di erence being that one doesn't insist that the chosen s 2 S ; ; 0 actually interpolate f j . With regard to the surface spline, m , they showed that one can approximate from S m ; ; 0 with approximation of order 2m in = R d . F rom their results, one can derive the following concerning the case when is bounded: If e is a compact subset of necessarily at a positive distance from the boundary of , then as becomes dense in , one can approximate from S m ; ; 0 with approximation of order 2m in e . In other words, it is possible to choose s 2 S m ; ; 0 so that kf , sk L1 e = O 2m a s := ; ! 0 for all su ciently smooth f. This of course leaves open the question as to how w ell f can be approximated near the boundary of .
The purpose of the present w ork is to examine this boundary question primarily in the context of the surface spline m . Since we i n tend only to give an upper bound on the approximation order, we will consider only the nice case when the domain is taken as the unit ball B. W e will show that the approximation order of interpolation from S m ; ; m is at most m. Note that this lies strictly between the values m , d=2 and 2m mentioned above. Our bound on the approximation order applies not just to the error of interpolation from S m ; ; m , but in fact to the error of best approximation from S m ; ; m or more generally, from S m ; ; ,`= 0 ; As hinted in the introduction, when examining an approximation to f from S m ; h ; , we will focus our attention not on the entire domain B, but rather on just the boundary layer Bn1 , hB. So rather than 1, we will in fact be showing Ef;S m ; h ; ; L p Bn1 , hB 6 = oh m+1=p a s h ! 0: We can further reduce our focus to just the interval 1 , Here, is the measure associated with spherical coordinates see 7 . In words, Rut i s t h e average of u over the sphere of radius t with center at the origin. Although S m ; h ; has a rather complicated structure, the structure of R S m ; h ; the spherical averages of the functions in S m ; h ; is surprisingly simple. We will show that there is an m-dimensional space V m;` independent of whose restriction to the interval 1, h::1 always contains the restriction of R S m ; h ; to the same interval. The upshot is that we can replace the apparantly h-dependent space R S m ; h ; with the h-independent space V m;`. This allows us to show, in a rather simple fashion, that there exists g 2 C 1 R such that 2 holds with k = m. Theorem 3 Let In order to prove 4 , w e need the following lemmata:
Lemma 
